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Bobby Mariettie is a successful lawyer with the world at his fingertips, but he wants one thing and one thing
only! Her, Paige Kemble, the attractive brilliant lawyer in his father’s firm. Paige is the
one thing Bobby never thought he would have so when opportunity knocks Bobby Pounces.

Paige has followed the rules and her plan for success and a happy life to a tee, but when her plan starts to
look like it is failing she wants to
step off course just once. She has no idea that this is going to land her in the arms of the one man she never
even considered. She also didn't
know that those arms would fit her perfectly. Too bad he totally screwed her....Now Paige wants nothing to
do with him and Bobby wants nothing
but her. Will Bobby get what he wants?

***This book has strong language and sexual content. This Book is for Mature Reader 18+
**This is book one in the Legally Bound Series. Book Two is now available and book Three is coming soon.
To keep up with release dates sign up to the mailing list at www.bluesaffire.com
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From reader reviews:

Terry Tyrrell:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information currently can get by anyone at everywhere.
The information can be a understanding or any news even a concern. What people must be consider while
those information which is within the former life are challenging be find than now is taking seriously which
one is suitable to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you find the unstable resource
then you buy it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities
will not happen inside you if you take Legally Bound as the daily resource information.

Simona Vela:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book especially book entitled
Legally Bound your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe not
known for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in a publication then
become one form conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get before. The Legally Bound giving
you yet another experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful details for your better
life with this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and mind is going to
be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this extraordinary
shelling out spare time activity?

Meredith Butler:

A lot of book has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by web on social media. You can
choose the most effective book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is
referred to as of book Legally Bound. You can contribute your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed
book, it could possibly add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most critical that, you
must aware about reserve. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.

Gary Landrum:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is prepared or printed or created from each source which filled update of news.
Within this modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available for an individual. From
media social such as newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic.
You can add your knowledge by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out your book?
Or just trying to find the Legally Bound when you required it?
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